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Balance Pie™ Worksheet
How do you spend your time each week? Do your weekends balance out your weekdays? 

1. In the left column, write the various activities you spend time on each week (excluding sleep).
2. Then, add up the weekday and weekend hours you spend doing each activity.
3. Finally, add up the total hours spent on each to arrive at your total waking weekly hours*.

Choose from the following list of activities: 

ACTIVITY WEEKDAY HRS        WEEKEND HRS         TOTAL HRS/WEEK 
       +     = 

+ = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

       +     = 

 WAKING HOURS:     +       =    

+ SLEEPING HOURS:     +       =    

TOTAL WEEKLY HOURS *:     +       =

* You don't have to be exact, but your total waking hours/week + your Total Sleeping
Hours per week should add up to 168 (the total number of hours in one week). If they
don't, you haven't accounted for all of your waking weekly activities and you might want
to consider what you may be missing. Time spent watching TV? Time spent driving?

FOR EXAMPLE: If you sleep 8 hours per night (56 hrs/week) then your total weekly
waking hours is 112. Have you accounted for 112 hours of waking activity? If you sleep
fewer than 8 hours a night, you would have more waking hours. If you sleep more than 8
hours a night, you have fewer waking hours per week.

EXAMPLE: 

 168   HRS/WK

- 56   SLEEPING  HRS/WK**

112   WAKING HRS/WK**
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Balance Pie™ Worksheet
How do you spend your time each week? Do your weekends balance out your weekdays? 

1. In the left column, write the various activities you spend time on each week (excluding sleep).
2. Then, add up the weekday and weekend hours you spend doing each activity.
3. Finally, add up the total hours spent on each to arrive at your total waking weekly hours*.

Choose from the following list of activities: 

          ACTIVITY WEEKDAY HRS        WEEKEND HRS      TOTAL HRS/WEEK 
                                                 +                          =       

                      +        =       

                       +        =       

                              +        =    

                                         +        =       

                                +        =       

                                             +        =    

                               +        =    

                          +        =    

                         +        =    

    +     = 

    +     = 

    +     = 

 WAKING HOURS:           +             =            

+ SLEEPING HOURS:          +            =         

TOTAL WEEKLY HOURS *:             +             =         

EXAMPLE: 

 168   TOTAL HRS/WK

- 56   SLEEPING  HRS/WK**

112   WAKING HRS/WK**

 TOOL EXAMPLEEE                 

£✓

£✓ 

£✓

£✓ 

£✓

£✓ 

£✓

£✓ 

£✓

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

                                                                                            

Family time 

Work 

Driving 

Treatment 

Chores/errands 

Television 

Time with friends 

Quiet time 

Hobbies 

Exercise 

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                  

                                      

         h d   

10 

40 

8 

4 

5 

10 

3 

2 

0 

3 

85 

35 

120 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                   

                                   

                                   

8 

0 

3 

0 

7 

6 

4 

2 

4 

0 

34 

14 

48 

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                        

                                        

                                            

18 

40 

11 

4 

12 

16 

7 

4 

4 

3 

119 

49 

168 

£✓

* You don't have to be exact, but your total waking hours/week + your Total Sleeping
Hours per week should add up to 168 (the total number of hours in one week). If they 
don't, you haven't accounted for all of your waking weekly activities and you might want 
to consider what you may be missing. Time spent watching TV? Time spent driving?

FOR EXAMPLE: If you sleep 8 hours per night (56 hrs/week) then your total weekly
waking hours is 112. Have you accounted for 112 hours of waking activity? If you sleep
fewer than 8 hours a night, you would have more waking hours. If you sleep more than 8
hours a night, you have fewer waking hours per week.
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Balance Pie™

[Each slice represents approximately 6 hours of your weekly DAYTIME (waking) activities.]

Personal Compass on: 

Thought:  I feel , because . 

Body:   

Behavior:  

Inner Wisdom:
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Balance Pie™

 
 

 
 
 

Personal Compass on: 

Thought:  I feel , because  . 

Body:

Behavior:  

Inner Wisdom:

 TOOL EXAMPLEEE                 

chores / errands    

                              resentful

Frustrated 
& Bored 

Inspired 

Calm 

Uncertain 

Lighthearted 
(No stressor talk, 
except with Sally.) 

Numb/Neutral 
(Take some time to process stressors 

with Reimagine program.) 

Resentful 

Proud 

Irritated 

Confident 
& Playful 
(No stressor 
talk, except 
with spouse.) 

I feel like I have to do everything myself 

I get really tired and usually end up with a headache. 

: It makes me irritable and I snap at my family. 

 : There is no reason that I can’t ask for help. I don’t have to carry 

the load all by myself. 

No Stressor Talk 
Stressor Talk OK 
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Empowered



A Better-Tasting Pie™

To help you reprioritize and create a better-feeling life, answer the following question:

What is the most important thing I learned from doing my Balance Pie™?

[Each slice represents approximately 6 hours of your weekly DAYTIME (waking) activities.] 
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